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1. Introduction

In this note, we propose a solution to the quantization of classical Wilson loops in the

WZW models, a problem posed in [4].

Wess-Zumino-Witten models are Lie group valued conformal field theories, and they

describe the dynamics of strings in group manifolds. Because they are exactly solvable,

they provide interesting models for string backgrounds with non-trivial metric and B-field.

They also find applications in solid state physics, for instance in the Kondo problem [1].

Defining such a conformal field theory on a surface with boundaries requires to specify

boundary conditions (D-branes). The conformal symmetries of the theory, as well as the

expected modular properties of the correlation functions impose severe restrictions on the

set of admissible boundary conditions [9, 6]. Because of the factorization properties of
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CFTs, one needs to provide the one point correlators for the bulk fields on the disk to fully

describe a brane. Hence, by the state-operator mapping, branes can be seen as functionals

on the state space of the model. By a slight abuse, one pictures them as coherent (non-

normalisable) states in the state space, the “boundary states”.

Consider a compact worldsheet, and let C be a cycle in the worldsheet. One can build

the following Wilson loop:

W ( 1
k
,µ)(J) = Tr P exp

(
i

k

∫

C
dzJa(z)Aa

)
, (1.1)

where P denotes cyclic ordering along C, Ja(z) are the currents of the model and Aa is a

set of matrices forming a representation of the horizontal finite Lie algebra. The operator

displayed above only has a precise meaning in the classical case, when Ja(z) are complex

valued functions on the worldsheet. In this setting it computes the monodromy of the

chiral part of the classical solution of the WZW model (see [4], 3).

In [4], the authors considered formal perturbations of boundary states of the form:

n|B〉 → W ( 1
k
,µ)(J)|B〉 , (1.2)

where n is the dimension of the representation. The reason why this is only a formal

expression is that at the quantum level, Ja(z) become Kac-Moody currents. As a result,

the Wilson loop as defined above suffers from ordering ambiguities, and one quickly run

into infinities when trying to expand it explicitly. [4] renormalized it up to order four in 1
k ,

but computations quickly become intricate and it is not clear whether this procedure can

be sucessful at any order.

The non-perturbative quantization procedure developed below will allow us to associate

a well-defined operator on the Hilbert space of the model to the classical Wilson loops (1.1).

We will also show that the perturbation (1.2) in the closed string picture is dual to some

familiar boundary perturbations [3] in the open string picture. We will integrate these

perturbations explicitly for a special (finite) value of the coupling and show that they give

rise to a WZW model with a new brane at the boundary supporting the perturbation.

This brane is exactly the one given by the action of the quantized Wilson operator on the

original boundary state. Hence it turns boundary perturbation into an efficient tool for

finding new branes, allowing to compute the resulting boundary state in a straightforward

manner.

We will also use this procedure in a concrete example taken from [25], in which some

interesting branes were characterized only by the boundary perturbation generating them.

We will find the boundary states explicitly, identifying them with the ones described in [27].

Wilson loops are instances of conformal defects, which have been studied from various

points of view both in conformal field theories [5] and 3D topological field theories [11].

The idea of inserting central operators in correlation functions was introduced (to our

knowledge) in [26], and [22] let them act on boundary states to make predictions about the

boundary RG flow. The interest of our quantization scheme is that it allows to relate in a

precise and rigorous manner boundary perturbations to such operators.
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In section 2 we quickly review boundary conformal field theory of WZW models, intro-

duce Wilson loops and explain the quantization problem. In section 3, we review [23], which

contains key results for the quantization procedure. We solve the quantization problem in

section 4, and prove their relation with boundary perturbation of open string theories in

section 5. Finally, we show the power and simplicity of this formalism with an application

to renormalization flows in section 6.1.

2. Boundary conformal field theory

Here we review some basic facts about boundary conformal field theory of WZW models

(see [31] and [19] for pedagogical reviews of boundary CFT). Consider a WZW model at

level k on a compact simple Lie group G. Let g = Lie(G) be the corresponding simple Lie

algebra, and ĝ the associated affine Kac-Moody algebra at level k. The full symmetry of

the model is generated by two commuting copies of ĝ, with currents J(z) and J̄(z̄). We

will only consider models with diagonal partition functions, therefore the Hilbert space

decomposes as H =
⊕

µ∈P+
k

Hµ ⊗ Hµ∗ . Here P+
k denotes the set of integral dominant

weights of ĝ at level k, and Hµ the irreducible ĝ-module of highest weight µ.

2.1 Maximally symmetric boundary conditions

Maximally symmetric boundary conditions preserve the diagonal part of ĝ ⊗ ĝ, the Kac-

Moody algebra of the bulk theory. When the theory is quantized on a cylinder, the corre-

sponding boundary state |B〉 satisfies the gluing condition:

(Jn + J̄−n)|B〉 = 0 , (2.1)

where Jn and J̄n are the Fourier modes of the Kac-Moody currents. The Ishibashi states

{| µ〉〉}, µ ∈ P+
k generate the space of all solutions to this equation. Their normalization

can be fixed by the following overlap condition:

〈〈λ| q 1
2
(L0+L̄0−

c
12

)| µ〉〉 = δµλχĝ
µ(q) q = e2πiτ ,

where τ is the modular parameter of the cylinder, L0 and L̄0 are the zero modes of the

holomorphic and antiholomorphic components of the Sugawara energy-momentum tensor,

and χĝ
µ(q) is the character of the Kac-Moody algebra ĝ evaluated at the weight −2πiτω̂0.

Not all linear combinations of Ishibashi states provide consistent boundary states, the

latter have to satisfy a supplementary condition, known as Cardy condition ([9]). Such a

condition is necessary to ensure the modular invariance of the boundary conformal field

theory, and requires that maximally symmetric boundary states are linear combinations

with positive integral coefficients of states of the following form:

|Bµ〉 =
∑

λ∈P+
k

Sµλ√
S0λ

|λ〉〉 ,

where Sρσ (ρ, σ ∈ P+
k ) are the elements of the modular S matrix of the WZW model, and

0 is the zero weight. These states are called “elementary” maximally symmetric boundary

states.
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2.2 Symmetry breaking boundary conditions

The states introduced above preserve half of the bulk symmetry of the WZW model.

However, the model only needs to be invariant under conformal transformations leaving

the boundary fixed. Hence it is natural to try to build boundary states which have less

symmetry [18], and in particular states which preserve only an affine subalgebra of ĝ [27].

We will summarize here part of the results appearing in [27].

In [27], the authors chose a semi-simple subgroup A of G, and considered branes

preserving the symmetry algebra â⊕ ĉ, where â is the affine Kac-Moody algebra associated

to A, and ĉ is the chiral algebra of the coset model G/A.

The Ishibashi states |µ, σ〉〉 are labeled by the sectors of the coset model, i.e. by pairs

(µ, σ) of weights of g and a, respectively. Not all of these pairs are admissible, the weights

have to satisfy the algebraic relation: π(µ)−σ ∈ π(Q), where π is the projection associated

with the embedding a ⊂ g, and Q is the weight lattice of g. Moreover, some pairs label the

same coset sector, and hence have to be identified (see [27] for details). The resulting set

PG/A of pairs labels representations of the coset symmetry algebra as well as the Ishibashi

states. The Ishibashi states are normalized as:

〈〈λ, σ| q 1
2
(L0+L̄0−

c
12

)|µ, ζ〉〉 = δλµδσζ χĉ
(µ,ζ)(q)χâ

ζ(q) ,

where the coset characters χĉ
(µ,ζ)(q) satisfy the branching relation:

χĝ
µ(q) =

∑

ζ | (µ,ζ)∈PG/A

χĉ
(µ,ζ)(q)χâ

ζ(q) .

Again, imposing Cardy’s condition yields the following elementary boundary states:

|B(λ,σ)〉 =
∑

(µ,ζ)∈PG/A

SλµS̄â
σζ√

S0µS̄â
0ζ

|µ, ζ〉〉 , (2.2)

where Sâ is the modular S-matrix associated with the subalgebra â. Physical boundary

states preserving â ⊕ ĉ are linear combinations of these states with positive integer coeffi-

cients.

2.3 Wilson loops

Consider a classical WZW model at level k. This model is defined by a map g(z, z̄) from the

worldsheet to some compact simple Lie group G, and the action of the model is invariant

when g is multiplied from the left by a holomorphic G-valued function, and from the right

by an antiholomorphic G-valued function. The Lie algebra corresponding to this group of

symmetries is generated by the holomorphic and antiholomorphic currents:

J(z) = −ik∂gg−1 J̄(z̄) = ikg−1∂g .

From the holomorphic current, we can build the following Wilson loop:

W (l,µ)(J) = TrRµP exp

(
il

∫

C
dzJa(z)Aa

)
, (2.3)
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where l ∈ R, µ is a weight of g = Lie(G), Aa are matrices of the generators of g in the

corresponding representation Rµ, C is a loop in the worldsheet, and P stands for cyclic

ordering along C. These classical operators are topological, which means that they depend

only on the homotopy class of the loop C. At the special coupling l = 1
k , the Wilson loop

is even invariant under the full WZW symmetry group (it has vanishing Poisson bracket

with the currents J and J̄ , see [4]).

The goal is to quantize the classical Wilson loop at l = 1
k . Its quantum counterpart will

be an operator acting on the Hilbert space of the quantum theory, namely on integrable

highest weight modules of the Kac-Moody algebra. As the classical loop is gauge invariant,

we will demand that the quantum operator should commute with the full symmetry algebra

ĝ⊗ ĝ. Being independent of J̄ , it automatically commutes with the antiholomorphic copy of

ĝ. To commute with the holomorphic chiral algebra, it should be central with respect to the

holomorphic copy of ĝ. More precisely, it should belong to the center of some completion

of the enveloping algebra of ĝ.

If we try to quantize the loop naively by viewing Ja(z) as elements of ĝ, we quickly run

into difficulties. We are faced with ordering ambiguities, and infinite quantities appear from

commutators when the ordered exponential is represented by a sum of integrals. In [4],

the authors were able to regularize the operators Ja, give an ordering prescription and add

counterterms to finally get a finite result up to order four in 1
k . The result was compatible

with the intuition coming from quantum monodromy computations ([4], section 3). This

procedure, however, is only perturbative, and the computations are rather heavy already

for the lowest orders. Hence, a prescription which would yield exact results would be

desirable. The mathematical tools reviewed below will allow us to propose one.

3. Central operators in Kac-Moody algebras

In this section we review results from [23]. We will show how to build central elements in

some appropriate completion of the enveloping algebra of a Kac-Moody algebra, and see

that these operators are naturally associated to complex functions of the weights. Note

that similar results for the Virasoro algebra appeared previously in [13].

3.1 Some preliminaries and the Shapovalov form

We start with an affine Kac-Moody algebra1 ĝ with Cartan subalgebra ĥ, Killing form (., .)

and simple roots αi ∈ ĥ∗. We denote by ∆ the set of all roots, Q =
∑

i Zαi the root lattice,

∆+ the set of positive roots and Q+ =
∑

i Nαi (0 ∈ N in our conventions). For any element

β ∈ Q+, let β =
∑

i kiαi be its decomposition on simple roots and define deg(β) =
∑

i ki.

The Weyl vector ρ̂ is defined as the sum of the fundamental weights.

We can choose Chevalley generators {ei} and {fi} that generate ĝ together with ele-

ments of ĥ. They satisfy Serre relations and the following commutation identities:

[ei, fj ] = δij(α
∨
i )∗ , α∨ =

2α

(α,α)
, (3.1)

[h, ei] = αi(h)ei , [h, fi] = −αi(h)fi , (3.2)

1Actually the theorem proved in [23] is valid for any Kac-Moody algebra.
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for h ∈ ĥ. We call n+ and n− the subalgebras generated by {ei} and {fi}, respectively, and ĝ

decomposes as: n+⊕ ĥ⊕n−. Note that under the adjoint action of ĥ, U(n−) is decomposed

into weight spaces U(n−)−β with β ∈ Q+. There is an involutive anti-automorphism σ

exchanging n+ and n−:

σ(ei) = fi , σ(fi) = ei , σ|h = idh .

It naturally extends to an anti-automorphism of the enveloping algebra U(ĝ).

∆̃+ will be the set of positive roots with their multiplicities. Every positive root

appears once in this set, except the imaginary root, with appears r times, with r the rank

of the horizontal subalgebra. We choose some order on this set and denote the associated

lowering operators by F1, F2, . . .∈ n−. For any β belonging to the positive root lattice

Q+, we will call Pβ the set of all maps:

k : ∆̃+ → N

Fi 7→ ki such that β =
∑|∆̃+|

i=0 kiαi ,

where αi is the positive root corresponding to the lowering operator Fi, and let P =

∪β∈Q+Pβ. For any k ∈ Pβ, we define |k| = deg(β) and:

F k = (F1)
k1(F2)

k2 . . . ∈ U(n−) .

By the Poincar-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, the set of all F k such that k belongs to Pβ form a

basis of U(n−)−β. We define a basis in U(n+): Ek = σ(F k), for k ∈ P.

Let us choose k,m ∈ Pβ. Consider the free highest weight module Mλ (Verma module)

with highest weight λ and highest vector vλ. The Shapovalov form Bλ
β : U(n+)×U(n−) → C

is defined by:

EkFmvλ = Bλ
β(Ek, Fm)vλ .

3.2 A generalization of the enveloping algebra

As it contains only polynomials in generators of ĝ, the enveloping algebra U(ĝ) is not large

enough to contain central operators corresponding to the classical observables we aim to

quantize (eg. Wilson loops). Therefore we need a suitable extension of the enveloping

algebra U(ĝ).

We first define affine linear functions on the weight space ĥ∗: Tβ(λ) = 2(λ+ρ̂, β)−(β, β),

β ∈ Q+. These functions are useful because of the following property: if Tnα(λ) = 0, for n

a positive integer, then the module Mλ has a submodule isomorphic to Mλ−nα. We name

L the union of all the hyperplanes of the form Tnα(λ + γ) = 0, for α ∈ ∆+ and γ ∈ Q.

F will denote the algebra of holomorphic complex valued functions defined on ĥ∗\L. Note

the canonical embedding j : ĥ →֒ F .

Let UF (ĝ) be tensor product U(ĝ) ⊗F quotiented by the relations:

h − j(h) = 0 , φgα = gαsα(φ) ,

where h ∈ ĥ, φ ∈ F , gα a generator in the root space ĝα and sα acts as a shift on elements

F : sα(φ)(λ) = φ(λ+α). Elements of UF (ĝ) are finite sums of the form
∑

k,m∈P F kφkmEm,

– 6 –
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φkm ∈ F . Because of the embedding S(ĥ) ⊂ F , we have U(ĝ) ⊂ UF (ĝ). UF (ĝ) becomes a

graded algebra if we define deg(ei) = −deg(fi) = 1.

We further extend it by considering ÛF (ĝ) =
⊕

j ÛF (ĝ)j , where ÛF (ĝ)j is the direct

product of the subspaces of the form F kFEm, with |m| − |k| = j. This amounts to

extending UF (ĝ) so that it contains infinite sums of the form
∑

k,m∈P F kφkmEm with

||k| − |m|| bounded. Using the latter boundedness condition, it can be shown that the

product is well-defined on ÛF (ĝ), in the sense that when multiplying two such series, only

a finite number of terms contribute to a given grade. Hence ÛF (ĝ) keeps the structure of an

algebra. Thanks to the same condition, it still has a well-defined action on any ĝ-module

with highest weight in ĥ∗\L. Indeed, when acting on a vector at a given grade, only a finite

number of terms in the sum are non-vanishing.

The same construction can be applied to the symmetric algebra S(ĝ): define SF (ĝ) as

the tensor product S(ĝ) ⊗F quotiented by:

h − φ(h) = 0 , φgα = gαφ .

Again, a generic element of SF (ĝ) is a finite sum of the form
∑

k,m∈P F kφkmEm. Com-

pleting it to include infinite sums such that ||k| − |m|| is bounded yields the completion

ŜF (ĝ).

The two algebras ŜF (ĝ) and ÛF (ĝ) admit an action of ĝ. On ÛF (ĝ), it is provided by

the adjoint action of ĝ ⊂ ÛF (ĝ). For ŜF (ĝ), note that ĝ acts on S(ĝ) by the adjoint action.

This action can be extended to ŜF (ĝ) by defining for φ ∈ F :

Adgαφ = gα(−α · ∇φ) ,

where α ∈ ∆, gα is a generator in the root space ĝα, and ∇ is the gradient on ĥ.

We will use the notation ŜF (ĝ)ĝ and ÛF (ĝ)ĝ for the invariant subalgebras with respect

to these actions. The center ZF of ÛF (ĝ) coincide with ÛF (ĝ)ĝ. Note finally that elements

of ZF have the form
∑

β∈Q+

∑
k,m∈Pβ

F kφkmEm.

3.3 Building central operators

The main theorem of [23] states that given any function ψ in F , there is a central element

zψ ∈ ZF with eigenvalues on the modules Mλ (λ ∈ ĥ∗\L) are equal to ψ(λ). These

operators are built recursively, by a constructive procedure.

As above, let ψ in F and zψ =
∑

β∈Q+

∑
k,m∈Pβ

F kφkmEm where φkm are some un-

known elements of F to be determined. λ will denote an arbitrary weight of ĥ∗\L. Letting

zψ acts on vλ, the highest weight vector of Mλ and requiring that zψ acts by scalar multi-

plication by ψ(λ), we get φ00 = ψ. We will now compute the functions φkm with k,m ∈ Pβ

by induction on β.

For γ ∈ Q+, let Gγ the matrix of the operator
∑

k,m∈Pγ
F kφkmEm on the weight space

(Mλ)λ−β , in the basis F s(vλ), s ∈ Pβ. We suppose that all the Gγ are known for γ < β,

and we write Φβ the matrix (Φβ)km = φkm, k,m ∈ Pβ . From the definition of Bβ above,

we have:

Gβ = ΦβBβ

– 7 –
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with a matrix product between Φβ and Bβ assumed.

We can now express the condition that zψ acts by scalar multiplication on (Mλ)λ−β:

ΦβBβ +
∑

γ<β

Gγ = ψ(λ) l1β , (3.3)

where l1β is the identity operator on (Mλ)λ−β . Since detBβ 6= 0 on modules Mλ) with λ ∈
ĥ∗\L (see [23] for details), this equation can be solved for Φβ. Hence all the coefficients φkm

in the expansion of the operator zψ can be computed by recursion, showing its existence.

As this may seem a bit abstract, let us compute the next coefficient after φ00, namely

the one corresponding to the first root appearing in the ordering we chose. This is a simple

root, so the set Pα has only one element. Rewriting (3.3) we get:

φααBλ
α(fα, eα) + ψ(λ + α) = ψ(λ) , (3.4)

which yields:

φαα =
ψ(λ) − ψ(λ + α)

(α∨, λ)
.

Already in this simple example, it can be seen why we restricted the discussion to weights

outside L. If (α∨, λ) = 0 we cannot solve the equation for φαα.

3.4 Central operators on integrable modules

We are interested in letting central operators act on integrable highest weight modules

which compose the state space of WZW models, but such weights always lie in L. Even if

we start with a function well behaved around integral weights, the central operators will

in general have divergences in its coefficients φkm, as shown in the simple example above.

Such divergences arise because the Shapovalov form Bβ is not invertible on modules with

highest weight in L. Hopefully, there is a simple condition on the function φ warranting

that these singularities cancel.

Let K be the set of weights with positive (but not necessarily integral) level. Note

that the set K, as well as −ρ̂ + K, contains all the dominant integrable weights. In [23] it

is proved that zψ can be extended on the set −ρ̂ + K if and only if for any positive integer

n and any real positive root α, Tnα(λ) = 0 implies ψ(λ) = ψ(λ−nα). The necessity of this

condition is easily understood if we recall that Tnα(λ) = 0 implies that the free module Mλ

contains a submodule isomorphic to Mλ−nα. As zψ acts by scalar multiplication by ψ(λ)

on the former and by ψ(λ − nα) on the latter these two values have to be equal for zψ to

be well-defined on Mλ. For the proof of sufficiency, we refer the reader to [23].

There is a slightly stronger and more convenient condition: for zψ to be well defined

on −ρ̂ + K, it is sufficient that ψ is invariant under the action of Weyl group shifted by ρ̂,

ie. ψ(w(λ + ρ̂) − ρ̂) = ψ(λ) for any w ∈ W .

Remark that shifting a weight by the affine Weyl vector ρ̂ changes its level: k 7→ k+h∨,

where h∨ is the dual Coxeter number of the horizontal subalgebra g.

In summary, following [23], we constructed an injective ring homomorphism Kac :

FŴs → ÛF (ĝ)ĝ from functions on ĥ∗ invariant under the shifted Weyl group Ŵs to central

operators living in ÛF (ĝ).

– 8 –
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4. Quantization of invariant observables

Let us use the results above to solve the problem described in section 2.3. Consider a

classical observable of the WZW model depending holomorphically on the current J(z)

only, for instance the Wilson loop (2.3). It can be expanded as a series in the Fourier

modes Ja
n of the current J , so belongs to ŜF (ĝ). Moreover, the action of the Poisson

bracket {., Ja
n} on such an observable is given by the action of ĝ on ŜF (ĝ). Therefore

classical observables invariant under the symmetries of the WZW model are elements of

ŜF (ĝ)ĝ.

We have the following diagram:

ŜF (ĝ)ĝ

R

²²

Q̃
// ÛF (ĝ)ĝ

FŴ
Sh

// FŴs .

Kac

OO

(4.1)

R is the restriction of ŜF (ĝ) on F , which can be informally described as ”setting to zero” the

generators belonging to ĝ\ĥ. It maps any ĝ invariant element of ŜF (ĝ) to a Ŵ -invariant

element of F , because of the very definition of the Weyl group as the group of inner

automorphisms preserving the Cartan subalgebra.

Sh is the ”shift” map. Given any function φ ∈ F , it acts by Sh(φ)(λ) = φ(λ + ρ̂),

where ρ̂ is the Weyl vector of ĝ. It maps functions invariant under the affine Weyl group

Ŵ to functions invariant under the shifted affine Weyl group Ŵs.

Kac is the homomorphism constructed in [23] and reviewed in the previous section.

Defining Q̃ = Kac ◦ Sh ◦ R, we get a ”quantization” ring homomorphism associating

a central operator to any classical observable invariant under the WZW symmetries. Note

that in the case of a finite dimensional Lie algebra, this homomorphism is actually an

isomorphism, the Duflo isomorphism [10].

We proceed now to the quantization of the Wilson loop (2.3), with l = 1
k . We are

interested in the spectrum of the corresponding central operator zµ, so it is sufficient to

compute the element w(µ)
ren ∈ FŴs obtained by applying Sh ◦ R. Computing explicitly the

action of Kac allow to recover order by order the perturbative expansion of zµ in term of

the modes of the current, but this is probably useless for most applications.

We first compute the action of R. Consider (2.3), and suppose that the functions Ja(z)

all vanish, except if the generator corresponding to the index a lies in a Cartan subalgebra

h. In this case, the argument of the exponential lie in a commutative algebra, and the

exponential becomes a usual one (we can forget about the cyclic ordering). We will now

make indices i, j, . . . run on the index of the generators of h, while indices a, b, . . . still run

– 9 –
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over the whole g. By decomposing the functions Ja(z) into Fourier components Ja
n we get:

w(µ)(λ, k) := R(W ( 1
k
,µ)(J)) = TrRµ exp

(
1

k
J i

0t
i

)
= χµ

(−2πi

k
λ

)
, (4.2)

where we set λ = − 1
2πi(J

i
0t

i)∗ ∈ h∗, and χµ is the character of g associated with the

representation with highest weight µ, viewed as a function on ĥ∗. Note that because of the

dependence on k, it is really a function on ĥ∗ rather than on h∗.

The map Sh then acts in an obvious way: the finite part of the weight get shifted by ρ,

the Weyl vector of g, and the level is changed as k 7→ k + h∨, where h∨ is the dual Coxeter

number. We get:

w(µ)
ren (λ, k) := Sh(w(µ)(λ, k)) = χµ

( −2πi

k + h∨
(λ + ρ)

)
,

so the quantum central operator is given by:

zµ := Kac(w(µ)
ren ) .

By definition, zµ has eigenvalue χµ

(
−2πi
k+h∨ (λ + ρ)

)
=

Sµλ

S0λ
on Hλ ⊗ Hλ∗ . (Here we used a

famous identity between finite characters and the modular S matrix of ĝ). This spectrum

is consistent with the perturbative result of [4], and matches perfectly their guess about

the non-perturbative result.

The central operators {zµ} form a ring (more precisely a semi-ring, as there is no

additive inverse) isomorphic to the representation ring of g, simply because their eigenvalues

are given by the finite characters χµ. However, their eigenvalues on integrable modules

form one-dimensional representations of the WZW fusion ring, by an argument completely

analogous to the proof of the Kac-Walton formula. (See for instance [12], 16.2.1.)

5. Boundary perturbations and Wilson loop operators

In this section, we prove that under open/closed string duality, certain boundary perturba-

tion in the open string picture is dual to the action of a Wilson loop on the corresponding

boundary state in the closed string picture.

5.1 The boundary perturbation

To be more specific, consider a cylindrical worldsheet {(σ1, σ2) ∈ [0, L]×R}/(σ2 ∼ σ2 +T )

with some prescribed maximally symmetric boundary conditions Bµ on the boundary σ1 =

0, and Bν on the boundary σ1 = L. In the “open string picture”, the time runs along the

periodic direction σ2 of the cylinder, and the corresponding amplitude, after integrating

over the modular parameter of the cylinder, computes the partition function for open

strings stretching between the D-branes Bµ and Bν .

The state space of open strings is given by a direct sum of irreducible integrable

modules of ĝ, with multiplicities given by the fusion coefficients of the WZW model:

Hopen
µν =

⊕

η∈P+
k

N η
µν Hη .
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Here and below, “N η
µν Hη” will mean the direct sum of N η

µν copies of Hη. Let w = σ1+iσ2,

and define the following coordinate suitable for radial quantization of the system: z =

− exp(−πi
L w). In the latter coordinate system, the hamiltonian reads (see for instance [29]):

H =
π

L

(
L0 −

c

24

)
,

where L0 is zero mode of the Sugawara stress tensor.

We consider now a stack of n D-branes of type Bµ on the boundary σ1 = 0. To account

for strings stretching between any of the n branes Bµ and the single brane Bν , the state

space of open strings gets tensored by C
n.

Hopen
nµ,ν =

⊕

η∈P+
k

N η
µν Hη ⊗ C

n . (5.1)

We add a time-dependant hamiltonian density Ja(w)Aaδ(σ1), which is supported on the

σ1 = 0 boundary. The perturbing hamiltonian can be expressed in term of the currents in

the z coordinates as follow:

l∆H(σ2) = l

∫ L

0
dσ1J

a(w)Aaδ(σ1)

= l
π

L

∑

m

Ja
mAazm|z=− exp( π

L
σ2) , (5.2)

where {Aa} is a set of (dimg) n × n matrices acting on the factor C
n of the open string

state space, and l is, as above, a real coupling. The sum on the Lie algebra index a will

always be implicit.

In the original Kondo problem (where G = SU(2)), this perturbation describes the

interaction of k electrons channels with an impurity of spin n+1
2 , J being the spin current

associated with the electrons [1]. In the string theory interpretation which we will adopt

in section 6.1, it amounts to turning on a constant gauge field on a set of n D0-branes [3].

We will now specialize to the case when l = 1
k+h∨ and {Aa} forms an irreducible

representation of g. We will show that the perturbed theory is conformal and admits the

same Kac-Moody spectrum-generating algebra as the original theory.

5.2 Identification of the perturbed theory

The crucial step to proceed is known for some time already (see [1] for instance): for the

special value of the coupling chosen above, the perturbed hamiltonian is quadratic in new

Kac-Moody currents {J̃a
n}, defined by J̃a

n = Ja
n + Aa(− exp( π

Lσ2))
n.

The evaluation module Lλ(z) for a Kac-Moody algebra ĝ associated with a finite

irreducible g-module Lλ with highest weight λ is defined by:

Ja
n 7→ znAa K 7→ 0 ,

where A is the representation of g on Lµ, z is a non-zero complex number and K is the

central generator of ĝ.
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We now see that when the matrices {Aa} form a g-representation of highest weight λ,

the action of the currents {J̃a
n} on Hη ⊗C

n form a representation of ĝ. This representation

is the tensor product of the representation with highest weight η with the evaluation

representation with highest weight λ and z = − exp( π
Lσ2). One can also check directly

that {J̃a
n} do satisfy the commutation relations for Kac-Moody currents.

Then, the hamiltonian can be rewritten:

Hpert = H +
1

k + h∨
∆H

=
π

L

(
1

2(k + h∨)

∑

m

(
: Ja

mJa
−m : +2Ja

mAa(− exp(
π

L
σ2))

m
)
− c

24

)

=
π

L

(
1

2(k + h∨)

∑

m

(
: J̃a

mJ̃a
−m : −AaAa

)
− c

24

)

,

where we “completed the square” to go from the second line to the last one. This hamil-

tonian is quadratic in the new currents {J̃a
m}, and satisfies the commutation relation

[Hpert, J̃
a
m] = − π

LmJ̃a
m. These relations imply that any eigenvector of Hpert should be-

long to a highest weight module for the currents if we expect the spectrum of Hpert to be

bounded from below. Indeed, a state of minimal energy must be annihilated by {J̃a
m}m>0.

Note that the terms −AaAa are equal to the Casimir operator of the irreducible g-

representation {Aa}, and hence they are multiples of the identity. They do not affect the

eigenvectors of Hpert and can be eliminated by a suitable redefinition of energy.

Our task is now to diagonalize this hamiltonian by finding highest weight modules

for the representation of ĝ generated by the currents {J̃a
n}. It is rather easy to show that

the modules Hη ⊗ Lλ(z) do not contain any highest weight state for {J̃a
n}. However we

expect to find highest weight modules as linear subspaces of an appropriate completion of

Hη ⊗ Lλ(z).

This situation is analogous in the case of a free boson X, and we recall some well-known

facts about this theory that should make more clear the steps to be taken below. Denote by

{an} the Fourier modes of the current ∂X, [an, am] = nδn+m, Fp, p ∈ R the Fock module

generated by {an}n<0 from a highest weight state | p〉 such that an| p〉 = 0 for n < 0 and

a0| p〉 = p| p〉. This Fock module do not contain any highest weight state for the perturbed

currents an 7→ an + l · 1, l ∈ R. However, there exists a highest weight state living in the

completion given by the full linear span F̄p of Fp, namely: | ppert〉 = exp
(
−l

∑
n<0

1
nan

)
| p〉.

This “coherent state” is not normalizable with respect to the original norm on Fp, so it

really lies in F̄p\Fp. But the new Fock module F pert
p generated from | ppert〉 by the action

of the negative modes of perturbed currents is isomorphic to Fp+l. This isomorphism can

therefore be used to define a hermitian product on F pert
p , turning it into a Hilbert space.

The latter is the physical space of the perturbed theory, which is nothing but another free

boson with zero mode shifted by l.

We will repeat this scenario to identify the Hilbert space of the perturbed theory. To

this aim, we will use the vertex operators associated to primary WZW fields.
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A vertex operator is a map:

Φu
λ(z) : Hσ → Ĥη ,

where Ĥη denotes the completion given by the full linear span of the basis vectors of

Hη (recall that the latter is the Hilbert space consisting of vectors of finite norm). It is

parametrized by u ∈ Lλ and z ∈ C
∗. Vertex operators satisfy the gauge relations:

[Ja
n ,Φu

λ(z)] = znΦAau
λ (z) ,

{Aa} forming the representation of g on Lλ. For fixed u and z, and for each triple (σ, η, λ) of

integrable weights there exists a N σ
ηλ -dimensional linear space of such operators (see [24],

or [30] for a rigorous analysis in the case G = SU(2)). We choose a basis {Φu
λ(z,m)} in

this N σ
ηλ -dimensional linear space, with m = 1, . . . ,N σ

ηλ .

Let {ui} be an orthonormal basis of Lλ and define Φλ(z,m) =
∑

i Φ
ui
λ (z,m)⊗ui. The

gauge relations above imply that Φλ(z,m) intertwines the action of ĝ on the highest weight

module Hσ and its action on the tensor product Ĥη ⊗Lλ(z). For each σ ∈ P+
k , we deduce

the following inclusion of ĝ-modules:

N σ
ηλ⊕

m=1

Φλ(z,m) (Hσ) ⊂ Ĥη ⊗ Lλ(z) .

Tying these maps together, we get an injective homomorphism of ĝ-modules:

⊕

σ∈P+
k

N σ
ηλ Hσ

i→ Ĥη ⊗ Lλ(z) , (5.3)

where “N σ
ηλ Hσ” means the direct sum of N σ

ηλ copies of Hσ.

Any highest weight submodule contained in Ĥη ⊗ Lλ(z) lies in the image of the sum

of modules of the left-hand side, because we summed over a maximal set of linearly in-

dependent vertex operators. The isomorphism between
⊕

σ∈P+
k
N σ

ηλ Hσ and its image in

Ĥη ⊗ Lλ(z) provides i
(⊕

σ∈P+
k
N σ

ηλ Hσ

)
with a hermitian form which shows that it is a

Hilbert subspace of Ĥη ⊗ Lλ(z).

Returning to our physical problem, we recognize in Ĥη ⊗Lλ(z) the typical term in the

direct sum (5.1) forming the perturbed state space of open strings, when the matrices Aa

form a irreducible representation of g of highest weight λ. We therefore showed that the

physical state space of the perturbed theory of open strings stretching between branes Bµ

and Bν is given by the following direct sum of highest weight ĝ-modules:

H′open
nµ,ν =

⊕

η,σ∈P+
k

N η
µν N σ

ηλ Hσ .

Note that as a ĝ module, H′open
nµ,ν is neither isomorphic to Hopen

nµ,ν (the state space before

perturbation) nor to its completion.
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5.3 Turning to the closed string picture

We will identify the special open string boundary perturbations considered above to Wilson

loop operators in the closed string picture.

Now that we identified the state space of the perturbed theory and diagonalized its

hamiltonian, we can easily compute its partition function:

Zopen
nµ,ν =

∑

η,σ∈P+
k

N η
µν N σ

ηλ χσ(q) ,

where χσ(q) = TrHσ(q
1
2
(L0−

c
12

)) are the specialized Kac-Moody characters, q = e
πiT
L and

L0 = 1
2(k+h∨)

∑
n : Ja

nJa
−n :.

This partition function can be interpreted as an amplitude in the “closed string pic-

ture” by performing a modular transformation q 7→ q̃ = e
πiL
T under which the characters

transform as χσ(q) =
∑

ξ∈P+
k

Sσξχξ(q̃). We get:

Zopen
nµ,ν =

∑

η,σ,ξ∈P+
k

N η
µν N σ

ηλ Sσξχξ(q̃) =
∑

ξ∈P+
k

SµξSνξ

S0ξ

Sλξ

S0ξ
χξ(q̃)= 〈Bν |q̃

1
2
(L0+L̄0−

c
12

)zλ|Bµ〉, (5.4)

where we used Verlinde’s formula N η
µν =

∑
σ∈P+

k

SµσSνσS̄ησ

S0σ
and the elementary properties

of the modular S matrix.

The partition function of the perturbed open string theory therefore coincide with

the closed string picture amplitude between the boundary states 〈Bν | and zλ|Bµ〉. The

complicated procedure we followed to identify the perturbed open string theory simply

amounts in the closed string picture to the action of the Wilson loop operator corresponding

to the perturbation on the boundary state.

Let us remark that this demonstration can be easily generalized to the case of symmetry

breaking perturbations to be considered below in section 6.1.

5.4 Boundary RG flows

We showed above how to integrate the finite boundary perturbation at the special coupling

value l = 1
k+h∨ and when the perturbing matrices form a representation of the horizontal Lie

algebra g. We want to discuss here the relation to boundary renormalization group flows.

The renormalization group flow procedure goes as follows. First, the system is per-

turbed at the boundary with an infinitesimal coupling l = ǫ. This breaks the Kac-Moody

and conformal symmetries of the open string theory, but allows the use of perturbation

theory. As the theory is not conformal anymore, a rescaling of the worldsheet acts non-

trivially on the space of couplings and induces a renormalization group flow. An infinite

rescaling should eventually push the theory to a fixed point of the flow, which should be a

conformal field theory. In principle, this procedure can be applied to any perturbation, but

the identification of the fixed point is difficult, and often its mere existence remains un-

proven. Hence for the aim of building new branes using the perturbation discussed above,

our simple and rigorous procedure advantageously replace RG flow techniques.
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However, the main interest of RG flows lies in their conjectured link with time evo-

lution. It is generally believed that if two branes B1 and B2 are linked by a boundary

RG flow, there is a physical process turning B1 into B2 (Though this is far from obvi-

ous there has been recently some progress [16] to clarify these issues.) This would imply

that branes linked by boundary flows carry the same conserved charges (Ramond-Ramond

charges when the theory is supersymmetrized), which makes RG flow a useful tool for the

study of brane charges (see [14, 15]).

We proved above that there exists a fixed point of the RG flow at l = 1
k+h∨ when

{Aa} forms a representation of the horizontal Lie algebra. The fixed point theory is not

only conformal, but admit the same Kac-Moody algebra as a spectrum generating algebra.

Then a natural question to ask is whether the finite perturbation we managed to integrate

corresponds to the endpoint of the flow generated by the corresponding infinitesimal per-

turbation. In other words, is there a RG flow trajectory linking the boundary states |B〉
and zµ|B〉?

To argue why this is the case, we want first to insist on the universality property of

Wilson operators, following [4]. These operators are built “in the bulk” (ie using only the

bulk field J), without any reference to a boundary state. Therefore one can think about

the RG flow as acting on the operator. Letting this operator act on a boundary state will

induce a boundary RG flow on the state, but the flow on the operator is independent of

the boundary condition.

A perturbative analysis (in 1
k ) of the RG action on Wilson operators with generic

coupling l has been carried out in [4]. In particular, the beta functions have been computed

and from these results it seems clear that the only fixed points for such perturbation occur

at l = 0 or l = 1
k+h∨ (see figure 2 in [4]), at least for sufficiently large levels. As the fixed

point at l = 0 is unstable, perturbing the open string theory infinitesimaly and carrying

a RG flow will make the coupling grow until it reaches the stable fixed point l = 1
k+h∨ .

One could argue that l is not the only coupling that could be altered by the flow, actually

there are dimg n2 parameters corresponding to the matrix elements of the matrices Aa.

However the analysis of [3] and [25] (again in the large level limit) shows that irreducible

representations are local minima of the effective action, hence the directions transverse to

l should be stable.

It seems very likely that the picture stays the same at low level, even if the lack of

control on the non-conformal theories in the interval 0 < l < 1
k+h∨ does not allow any

rigorous statements for now.

Because it provides explicitly the spectrum of the Wilson operator at l = 1
k+h∨ , our

procedure allows to determine the endpoint of the RG flow induced on boundary states,

modulo the slight reserve formulated above.

Let us also note that the ring structure carried by Wilson operators confirms the

conjectures of [15] concerning RG flows at low level and is compatible with K-theory com-

putations [8], as already noted in [4]. One can also remark that when acting with a Wilson

operator on some boundary state, the ratio of the g-factor of the final and initial boundary

state is given by the eigenvalue on the module with zero weight. Hence these operators

also contain informations about the directions of the flows induced by the corresponding
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boundary perturbation.

6. An application

6.1 The symmetry breaking ground state of WZW branes

Now we use the formalism developed above to identify the symmetry breaking boundary

states described in [25]. There it was shown using the effective action of [3] that such brane

configurations have lower energy than the familiar maximally symmetric ones. Arguments

showing that they should correspond to the brane ground state were given. However, they

were pictured only as states resulting from a perturbation and a boundary state description

was missing.

Let us consider the following situation. We start with a stack of n D0-branes, n|B0〉,
and then apply a perturbation at the boundary of the form described in section 5.1, {Aa}
being a priori a set of generic n × n matrices. Physically, this perturbation amounts to

turning on a gauge field A on the stack of D0-branes. As the D0-branes have (classically

at least) no spatial extension, the components Aa are really constant matrices. This per-

turbation is marginal only in the limit k → ∞, so in general a RG flow is needed to drive

the theory back to a conformal point.

The effective action used in [25] computes (in the limit k → ∞, α′ → 0) the logarithm

of the g-factor [2] of the brane configuration resulting from the boundary RG flow, as a

function of the boundary parameter A. Up to a global factor, it is given by:

S(A) =



−1

4

∑

a,b

Tr([Aa, Ab][A
a, Ab]) +

1

3

∑

a,b,c

fabcTr(Aa[Ab, Ac])



 . (6.1)

One can use it to compute the energy of various brane configurations and test their sta-

bilities. It is not difficult to prove that the maximally symmetric brane configurations

(the ones which correspond to non-trivial representations of g) have lower energy than the

starting set of D0-brane. This shows its instability against condensation.

Perhaps more surprisingly, it was shown [25] that some states usually have much lower

energy than maximally symmetric ones. These states arise when A forms an irreducible

representation of a su(2) subalgebra of minimal embedding index (which therefore equals

1). Minimal index subalgebras are obtained from the Dynkin diagram of g by deleting all

but one node associated with a long root. For simply laced Lie algebras, they coincide

with the regular su(2) subalgebras. From now on, a “su(2) subalgebra” will always be a

su(2) subalgebra of minimal embedding index. After picking such a subalgebra, we can

choose some basis {ea} of g orthogonal with respect to the Killing form, and assume that

the subalgebra is generated by {e1, e2, e3}. To get the minimum of the action we then

set Aa (a = 1, 2, 3) to some matrices representing irreducibly su(2), and Aa = 0 (a > 3).

Clearly the perturbation operator partially breaks the ĝ-symmetry of the model, and the

corresponding boundary states were unknown.

We want to identify these states with the ones discovered in [27] and reviewed in sec-

tion 2.2. Arguments developed in section 5 (or a slight generalization thereof, see section 6.2
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below) show that the endpoint of the RG flow is given by the action of a Wilson operator

on the boundary state. As the set of D0-branes we start with is maximally symmetric, and

the resulting state is not, this operator cannot be central with respect to ĝ. However, as

a ŝu(2) symmetry is preserved at the boundary, we know that it belongs to the center of

the ŝu(2) subalgebra of ĝ generated by the embedding su(2)⊂ g. Note that the level of the

su(2)-subalgebra is the same as the level of ĝ, because the embedding index is 1, so all the

affine algebras to be considered below are at level k.

The classical Wilson operator is written:

W (l,σ) = Tr P exp

∮
lAaJ

a(z)dz ,

where l is some real constant (that we will take to be equal to 1
k ), and σ is the su(2)

weight of the representation A. As Aa = 0 for a > 3, this perturbation involves only

currents associated with the ŝu(2) subalgebra. Hence we can treat it exactly as we did for

maximally symmetric Wilson loops in section 4. This yields the following spectrum:

w(σ)
ren (ζ, k) = χsu(2)

σ

(−2πi

k + 2
(ζ + ρ)

)
=

S
bsu(2)
σζ

S
bsu(2)
0ζ

on a ŝu(2)-module of weight ζ. In the formula above, the Weyl vector ρ and the modular

matrix S bsu(2) are those of ŝu(2), and we used h∨ = 2 for su(2). Applying the map Kac, we

get a Wilson loop operator z
bsu(2)
σ , central with respect to the ŝu(2) subalgebra. The chiral

sector Hµ of the WZW model Hilbert space decomposes into (an infinite number of) ŝu(2)-

modules under the action of the subalgebra ŝu(2), and z
bsu(2)
σ acts by scalar multiplication

by
S

csu(2)
σζ

S
csu(2)
0ζ

on submodules of ŝu(2)-weight ζ.

We are now ready to compute the boundary state we are looking for. The starting

boundary state is a set of n D0-branes, which is just the sum of all Ishibashi states, with

weight
√

S0λ:

n|B0〉 = n
∑

µ∈P+
k

√
S0µ|µ〉〉 = n

∑

(µ,ζ)∈PG/ SU(2)

√
S0µ|µ, ζ〉〉 .

In the second equality, we expressed the D0-brane state in term of the Ishibashi states

of [27]. Now we apply the Wilson loop operator2:

|Bfinal〉 = z bsu(2)
σ |B0〉 =

∑

(µ,ζ)∈PG/ SU(2)

√
S0µ

S
bsu(2)
σζ

S
bsu(2)
0ζ

|µ, ζ〉〉 .

Comparing with (2.2), we find that |Bfinal〉 = |B(0,ζ)〉.
Let us make some remarks:

2Note that we can write such an equality because the eigenvalues of the Wilson loop operator coincide on

submodules related by the coset identification, hence it really acts by scalar multiplication on the Ishibashi

state |µ, ζ〉〉.
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• As already mentioned above, in the k → ∞ limit, computations using the effective

action (6.1) gave good evidence that the states |B(0,ζ)〉 have the lowest g-factor [25].

Numerical computations of the g-factors at finite level using the explicit form of the

boundary states found above confirm this conjecture.

• Note that zµ|B(0,ζ)〉 = |B(µ,ζ)〉 where zµ are the central operators of the preceding

section. Therefore all the states decribed in [27] can be retrieved from the D0-brane

state |B0〉 by perturbation. It is straightforward to see that the more general states

described in [28] can also be retrieved in the same way.

• Because they act by scalar multiplication on the modules of the symmetry algebra

preserved by the branes, the Wilson loop operators always commute with the Virasoro

generators. This allows for instance to obtain interesting relations between partition

functions (see also [26]). Let us denote by Z(ν,σ),(µ,ζ) the partition function of closed

strings propagating between the boundary states 〈B(ν,σ)| and |B(µ,ζ)〉. We have:

Z(ν,σ),(µ,ζ) = 〈B(ν,σ)|q
1
2
(L0+L̄0+ c

12
)|B(µ,ζ)〉

= 〈B(0,0)|zνz bsu(2)
σ q

1
2
(L0+L̄0+

c
12

)zµz
bsu(2)
ζ |B(0,0)〉

= 〈B(0,0)|q
1
2
(L0+L̄0+

c
12

)N λ
µν zλ(N bsu(2)) η

σζz
bsu(2)
ζ |B(0,0)〉

= N λ
µν (N bsu(2)) η

σζZ(0,0),(λ,η) ,

where N λ
µν and (N bsu(2)) η

σζ are the fusion rules of ĝk and ŝu(2)k. The product of Wilson

loop operators was computed using the fact that zµ is central and the preceding

remark. Hence Z(ν,σ),(µ,ζ) is a linear combination of Z(0,0),(λ,η) with positive integer

coefficients. In particular Cardy’s condition [9] needs only to be checked on Z(0,0),(λ,η)

(this was done for Z(ν,σ),(µ,ζ) in [27]).

6.2 Symmetry breaking perturbations and RG flows

We can repeat the discussion of section 5 for symmetry breaking perturbations. By con-

sidering the non-maximally extended chiral algebra ŝu(2) × ĉ (recall that c is the chiral

algebra of the coset model), we can go through the computations of sections 5.1–5.3, and

we will only summarize the main points of the reasoning here.

Let â be the minimal index ŝu(2) subalgebra to be preserved by the perturbation. We

will consider the case when the boundary condition at σ1 = L is trivial and the one at

σ1 = 0 is a stack of n identical symmetry breaking branes of the form (2.2). The state

space is given by [27]:

Hopen

n(µ,µ̃),(0,0) =
⊕

η̃,σ̃∈P+
k (â)

(N â) σ̃
µ̃η̃ H â

η̃ ⊗ H ĉ
(µ,σ̃) ⊗ C

n .

(In this paragraph, ŝu(2)-weights will be denoted by a tilde over them.) The open string

hamiltonian is written:

H =
π

L

(
Lâ

0 + Lĉ
0 −

c

12

)
Lâ

0 =
1

k + 2

∑

n∈Z

: J i
nJ i

−n : i = 1, 2, 3 . (6.2)
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The open string perturbation is given by:

l∆H(σ2) = l
π

L

∑

m

J i
mAizm|z=− exp( π

L
σ2) ,

where the matrices {Ai} form an irreducible representation of su(2) of highest weight λ̃. At

l = 1
k+2 , we can “complete the square” in the perturbed hamiltonian Hpert = H + 1

k+2∆H

to show that it is quadratic in the new currents J̃ i
n = J i

n +Ai(− exp( π
Lσ2))

n, which generate

a copy of ŝu(2) at level k. We have then the commutation relations:

[Hpert, J̃
i
m] = −π

L
mJ̃ i

m [J̃ i
m, Lĉ

n] = 0 [Hpert, L
ĉ
n] = −π

L
nLĉ

n ,

showing that ŝu(2)× ĉ generates the spectrum of the theory. Note however that the gener-

ators in ĝ\â do not have any simple commutation relation with the hamiltonian anymore:

even if the initial boundary state was maximally symmetric (µ̃ = 0), the symmetry is now

broken to ŝu(2) × ĉ.

The reasoning using vertex operators (of ŝu(2)) is unchanged and allows us to identify

the state space of the perturbed theory as:

⊕

η̃,σ̃,ζ̃∈P+
k (â)

(N â) σ̃
µ̃η̃ (N â) ζ̃

λ̃η̃
H â

ζ̃
⊗ H ĉ

(µ,σ̃) .

The partition function of the perturbed theory is then:

Zopen

n(µ,µ̃),(0,0) =
∑

η̃,σ̃,ζ̃∈P+
k (â)

(N â) σ̃
µ̃η̃ (N â) ζ̃

λ̃η̃
χâ

ζ̃
(q)χĉ

(µ,σ̃)(q)

= 〈B(0,0)|q̃
1
2
(L0+L̄0−

c
12

)zâ

λ̂
|B(µ,µ̃)〉 ,

where a lengthy but straightforward computation was omitted.

Therefore we showed that when the matrices {Aa} form an irreducible representation

of a su(2) subalgebra of minimal index, the perturbation at l = 1
k+2 can be integrated

exactly, and the resulting theory is dual to a theory with a symmetry breaking Wilson

operator inserted in the closed string picture. This shows the existence of a fixed point at

which only part of the original Kac-Moody symmetry is restored.

To gain more information about the induced RG flow, one has to study its action on

the symmetry breaking Wilson operators at generic coupling l. But the latter are exactly

the same as the central Wilson operators in the WZW model with G = SU(2). Therefore

all the conclusions of [4] and section 5 apply. We know the existence of a stable fixed point

at l = 1
k+2 , and we guess that there is a RG flow connecting it to the identity operator, at

least for large k, even if it seems difficult to check it rigorously.

Therefore we have strong indication that all the known branes with trivial gluing auto-

morphism (see [7, 20]) are linked by boundary RG flows, in spite of them being maximally

symmetric or not. This also gives support to the “plausible claim” of [21] (see the end of

section 2 there).
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Outlook. The results presented here heavily rely on the facts that the perturbation

involves no other field than the currents generating the symmetries of the model, and that

the classical Wilson loop is an observable with some strong invariance properties. We are

therefore unsure to which extent they could be generalized to other types of perturbations

and conformal field theories.

However, as the example treated above should have demonstrated, modeling of the

boundary renormalization group flow by central operators acting on the boundary states

provides simple and powerful tool to identify the targets of the flows. Moreover, these exact

results allow to build branes easily by mean of finite boundary perturbation. We hope to

show in a future work how these techniques can be used to yield genuinely new branes, in

particular branes preserving only the conformal symmetry of the model.
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